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If the populist “more for me” 
mantra begins to take hold, who 

will loosen the grip?
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We > Me
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Business isonlythe
trusted    institution 
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say CEOs should step in when 
the government does not fix 

societal problems.

68%
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of people agree that CEO’s must speak 
out on societal challenges. 

86%
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believe that when the news media is 
absent, corporations have a 

responsibility to fill the information void.

53%
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You are a trusted source
of Information, awareness, learning and action
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The 4 Pillars of Purpose  

Today’s Macro-Context

Purpose Paves  
the Way to Profits

The Most Admired  
Brands are Authentic

An Expanded  
Definition of Impact

The Rise of the Power  
of the Individual
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The rise of the 
power of the 

individual
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Enter a Donation Amount

Choose a Payment Method

$20.00
Your Estimated Match

Peer:               Company:

$40.00
$20 $20From moments 

to movements
#GMV2021

An expanded 
definition of
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impact
An expanded 
definition of
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Admired 
brands are 

authentic
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Consumers prefer purpose, too

24

88%
would buy a product 

from a purpose-driven 
company

would switch from a product they 
typically buy to a new product 

from that company

would pay more for a  
product from that  

company 

66% 57%
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A Few Inspiring Examples
Engaging Customers in Choice-Driven Goodness
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           paves 
the way to

Purpose
profits
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profits
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ValuationProfitRevenue Growth

profits
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The

#GMV2021

Year 
of  the “S”
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as a state
Hope
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of mind



Thank you!
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